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tory and culture. Much has changed since September 
11, 2001, with President George W. Bush’s declaration 
of war on terrorism and the wars currently being fought 
in Iraq and Afghanistan. Scholars from many fields have 
begun to analyze the ascendancy of American imperial-
ism and its global consequences. 
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Postcolonial studies was introduced to the field of 
biblical studies in the 1990s1 and the earliest books 

on postcolonial theology were published in the mid-
2000s. But the term “postcolonial” and the methodology 
of postcolonial studies have been debated vigorously. If 
the prefix “post” were understood in the temporal sense, 
“postcolonial” would mean the period after colonialism. 
But some have cautiously pointed out that it is premature 
to speak of the postcolonial stage, as the old form of 
imperialism has only been replaced by neocolonialism. 
Other theorists understand “postcolonial” to denote not 
only a temporal period or a political transfer of power, 
but also a reading strategy and discursive practice that 
seek to challenge the Eurocentric mindset, epistemologi-
cal framework, and stereotypical cultural representation. 
Following Ania Loomba, I define “postcolonialism” as a 
process of disengagement from the whole colonial syn-
drome, which takes many forms and guises.2

Much of postcolonial studies has been preoccupied 
with the colonial experiences of the British and French 
empires, because they occupied huge territories on the 
globe. Postcolonial theory developed in the early period 
was largely based on the model of the history of South 
Asia.3 When Amy Kaplan co-edited the volume Cultures 
of United States Imperialism, she noted, “Most current 
studies of imperial and postcolonial culture, however, 
tend to omit discussion of the United States as an impe-
rial power.”4 If postcolonial scholars have omitted the 
United States, the field of American studies has also 
ignored the role of empire in the study of American his-
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Postcolonial studies would help us scrutinize 
American history and understand the development of 
world Christianity in the 21st century. As Christian 
demographics have shifted, with the majority of the 
world’s population living in the global South, Christians 
in North America need to prepare for this significant 
change. I will use postcolonial insights to scrutinize the 
“world” inscribed in American history and Christianity, 
and then interpret the meaning of “world Christianity” 
for today. Towards the end, I will draw some implica-
tions for Christian ministry.

The “World” in American History  
and Christianity

Since the 15th century, the peoples of the Americas 
were forced to join the emerging modern/colonial 
world defined by the interest of Europe. Immanuel 
Wallerstein’s “world-systems analysis” helps us to see 
why Spain and Portugal, two countries at the southwest 
corner of the European continent that were looking for 
new sea routes, would be interested in expanding their 
commercial interests in the Atlantic.5 What Columbus 
did, Walter D. Mignolo writes, “was to open the gates 
for the creation of a new commercial circuit connecting 
… the Mediterranean with the Atlantic.”6 Gradually, it 
was the displacement of commercial forces from the 
former to the latter that laid the foundation for today’s 
world-system. The modern world-system was insepa-
rable from the spread of the capitalist world economy. 
Wallerstein notes: “This world-system was then located 
in only a part of the globe, primarily in parts of Europe 
and the Americas. It expanded over time to cover the 
whole globe.”7 

Since the beginning of American history, empire 
and Christianity had been closely intertwined. Spain, 
France, and England each proclaimed that it had the 
divine mandate to create colonies in the New World and 
expand its territorial control. What is now the United 
States was seen as a chosen nation with a particular 
calling from God. In setting sail to this new “promised 
land,” the Puritans believed they were the New Israel 
and the new elect people. They were to be like a city on 
the hill for the nations. Christianity provided religious 
sanctions for the expansion of white settlers from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific coasts. They saw this as their 
“manifest destiny.”

As Britain and France were preoccupied with ex-
panding their empires in Asia and Africa, the area now 
occupied by the United States expanded to cover huge 

territories through genocide, forced removal of people, 
purchases, warfare, and annexations. As I have said else-
where, “The continental expansion of the United States 
could not be treated as a separate phenomenon from 
European colonization, and must be seen as an inter-
related form of imperial expansion.”8 Novelist Russell 
Banks notes in his book Dreaming up America, “Our 
earliest conquest of the western half of North America 
… bore an astounding resemblance to European colo-
nization of Africa and elsewhere”9 and “the path to the 
American Dream has become a tortured path. It has led 
to our building an empire.”10

Drawing insights from postcolonial studies, Cherokee 
scholar Andrea Smith, in her book Conquest: Sexual 
Violence and American Indian Genocide, details how 
the colonizers need a strategy of “assimilating the 
colonized in order to establish colonial rule.”11 She 
points to the roles played by Christian mission and 
faults the missionary boarding schools for separating 
Native American children from their families to receive 
Christian “civilizing” instruction.12 Sexual violence 
against Native women has been used to control them and 
as a tool of genocide. Native bodies are seen as “dirty,” 
sexually violable, for they are not “entitled to bodily 
integrity.”13 If white women are considered angels of the 
home, Native women are inferior and personify sexual 
perversity. Symbolic and literal control over their bodies 
is important in the war against Native people.

Slavery began not long after the English settlement in 
Virginia in 1607 and lasted as a legal institution until the 
Thirteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution 
in 1865. In the Middle Passage, Africans were brought 
from their African homeland in exchange for raw ma-
terials and resources in the Americas in the ludicrous 
Atlantic slave trade. Traders from Spain, Portugal, the 
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, Denmark, 
Sweden, Brazil, and North America reaped plenty 
from this triangular trade. The dominance of the North 
Atlantic economy was reinforced by a racial imaginary, 
which justified the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race, 
whose destiny was to civilize or to save the world. The 
slaves did not passively acquiesce to this racist and bru-
tal modern/colonial system, as is clearly evident in the 
slave narratives, spirituals, and autobiographies. They 
assembled secretly to sing their songs, pray for their 
freedom, and retain elements of their African religious 
culture. In Shoes That Fit Our Feet and other works, 
Dwight N. Hopkins has mined the rich depository of 
slave religion as resources for constructing black theol-
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ogy.14 Hopkins’ theological concerns have led him to 
compare black theology in the United States and South 
Africa, attend to African traditional religions in slave 
religions, and turn to African resources and classical 
theological tradition for his construction of anthropol-
ogy. In postcolonial parlance, his work illumines the 
cross-fertilization of the African and American cultures 
and histories in the hybrid, “in-between” spaces. 

Although Asian Americans have lived in this land 
for generations, they have been treated as perpetual for-
eigners and “strangers from a different shore.”15 Biblical 
scholar Gale A. Yee has been asked frequently the an-
noying question “Where are you from?” Often to the 
amazement of her interlocutor, she would respond, “I 
am from Chicago,” as she is a third-generation Chinese 
American who grew up on the south side of Chicago. 
Asian Americans are treated as perpetual foreigners, 
partly because of racism and partly because of the 
diverse cultures and religions that Asian peoples have 
brought with them.16 Much has been said about how 
Islamic mosques and Hindu and Buddhist temples have 
changed the religious landscape of America. Diana 
Eck, for example, has written about the story of “how 
a ‘Christian country’ has become the world’s most 
religiously diverse nation.”17 Less known to the public 
is how Asian and Asian American Christians have be-
come a vital constituency, shaping the life and mission 
of mainline denominations, such as the Methodist and 
Presbyterian Church. In America’s major cities, it is 
customary to see Korean congregations sharing worship 
spaces with predominantly white churches. 

With the exponential increase in commerce, com-
munication, and travel between America and Asian 
countries along the Pacific Rim, people have predicted 
that the 21st century will be the Pacific Century. During 
the Group of 20 Summit in London in April 2009, China 
was asked to contribute to bailing out the current global 
financial crisis and to strengthening the world economy. 
Many Americans cannot quite fathom why the United 
States, as the most powerful country, could not solve the 
global crisis but must rely on others for help. The rise of 
China and India as economic powerhouses would shift 
the geopolitical balance and shape the future direction 
of the world. In his book The Post-American World, 
Newsweek editor Fareed Zakaria describes a world 
in which America will no longer dominate the global 
economy, orchestrate geopolitics, and dictate cultures.18 
He is careful to say that this is not due to the decline of 
America, but the rise of everyone else. With the growth 

of countries such as China, India, Russia, Brazil, and 
many others, what would it mean for Americans to 
live in a global era? What would the study of world 
Christianity mean to a “post-American world”?

Interpreting World Christianity
The term “world Christianity” has gained currency 

among scholars studying church history, Christian mis-
sion, and ecumenics for several reasons. First, it denotes 
the fact that Christianity is a world religion, with wor-
shippers on all the continents of the world, and with 
believers speaking thousand of languages. The Bible 
has been translated into more than 2,000 languages and 
dialects. Second, church historians have become more 
conscious of the Eastern roots of Christianity and its 
Asian/Semitic origins. There is a greater appreciation 
of the diversity of early Christianity, with its enormous 
variation of languages, cultures, theologies, and litur-
gies. These different expressions of Christianity have 
their own followers and trajectories. But most impor-
tantly, world Christianity “connotes the increasing 
awareness that Christianity is not a Western religion, as 
is often portrayed in popular imagination and standard 
textbooks of Church history.”19 Scholars, and particu-
larly missiologists, have emphasized for some time that 
Christian demographics have shifted to the global South, 
and that the future of Christianity lies not in the West but 
in the non-Western world. By 2025, half of the Christian 
population will live in Africa and Latin America,20 and 
it is projected that by 2050, only one fifth of Christians 
will be non-Hispanic whites.

Many have heard or seen such statistics and projec-
tions. The question is how to interpret such data and 
demographic change. As with all kinds of transforma-
tion, there are those who prefer to live in the glorious 
age of the past, pretending that the centre of grav-
ity of Christianity is still located somewhere in Rome, 
Canterbury, Geneva, or to whichever European city 
their denomination can trace its roots. I am sad to say 
that many of our seminaries and theological educational 
institutions still operate with such pretensions. For oth-
ers, such demographic change is a clarion call for us 
to take away our cultural blinders and begin to pay at-
tention to the non-Western expressions of Christianity. 
Missiologist Andrew Walls and Ghanaian theologian 
Emmanuel Martey, among others, have said that it 
would be parochial and myopic for Christians not to 
familiarize ourselves with the phenomenal growth of 
the African churches. For secular people in America, it 
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might be ironic that Christianity has declined in the West 
but has found new vitality among people in more tradi-
tional societies. The fact that Christianity has taken root 
in societies in which people still worship ancestors and 
practice witchcraft is a sign for some that it is a supersti-
tious religion of the past, not worth much attention.

Using a postcolonial optic, I will contrast different 
interpretations of the changing face of Christian faith by 
Philip Jenkins and by scholars from the global South. It 
was Jenkins’ book The Next Christendom: The Coming 
of Global Christianity that brought the dramatic shift of 
Christian demographics to the attention of the general 
public.21 The book has been very well received, not only 
because it is meticulously researched, but also because it 
follows a storyline that Euro-American readers can easily 
understand. Essentially, the book interprets the diversity 
of world Christianity using a largely Eurocentric frame-
work. Jenkins uses the image of a “new Christendom” 
to characterize the expansion of Christianity in the 
southern hemisphere, the growing sense of identity of 
southern Christians, and South–South cooperation and 
evangelism. 

Christendom refers to the medieval period in which 
the Christian Church dominated the cultural and spiritu-
al spheres and exerted great influences in politics. In the 
old Christendom, the power of the Church was threat-
ened by the neighbouring Muslim states; the Crusades 
lasted for centuries. Similarly, the prospect of Christian–
Muslim conflict looms large in the new Christendom, 
and the new crusade would likely take place in the new 
theatres of action in Nigeria, Indonesia, Sudan, and the 
Philippines. Unlike Europe, where Christianity is in 
visible decline, the United States will remain substan-
tially a Christian country. But the influences of liberal 
mainline denominations will continue to decline. Many 
American Christians are not accustomed to seeing this 
new Christianity, which tends to be more theologically 
conservative, more likely to be Pentecostal, and much 
more culturally diverse.

Many scholars from the South, including Vietnamese-
American theologian Peter C. Phan, have criticized 
Jenkins’ use of the trope “Christendom” to describe 
southern Christianity. Based on his astute and sustained 
study of Asian Christianity, Phan does not see the pos-
sibility of the renascence of Christendom coming from 
the South as being remotely similar to the politico-
religious arrangement in the medieval period. Despite 
tremendous growth in the last century, Christians con-
stitute no more than 9 percent of the Asian population. 

In many Asian countries, Christianity remains a tiny 
minority, struggling to survive in prevailing ancient 
dominant religious traditions. Thus, Peter Phan quips, 
“The prospect of Asian Christians forming political and 
ecclesiastical alliance with their counterparts in Africa 
and Latin America to build a Christendom is nothing 
more than a pious wish.”22 Phan also faults Jenkins for 
generalizing southern Christianity as conservative and 
traditional, in sharp contrast with the more liberal and 
progressive northern Christianity. In Jenkins’ view, if the 
northern churches proclaim a moral stance that is more 
in line with progressive secular values, they are heading 
for a collision course with their southern counterparts. I 
would agree with Phan that Jenkins grossly simplifies the 
picture, as conservative and progressive strands can be 
found in both the South and the North. The bifurcation in 
Jenkins’ caricature reinscribes the colonial construct of 
the civilized West and the uncivilized rest. 

Lamin Sanneh, originally from Gambia and now 
teaching at Yale University, also has misgivings about 
the term “Christendom.” He argues that the use of 
“global Christianity” still carries the vestiges of the im-
perial past “by suggesting that growing communities of 
professing Christians around the world are evidence of 
the economic and political security interests of Europe, 
that churches everywhere are a religious expression of 
Europe’s political reach, or else a reaction to it.”23 In a 
nutshell, Europe or Euro-America is still the centre, and 
it looms large in the accounts of southern Christianity 
such that the vitality and agency of men and women on 
the ground is often obscured. Such thinking habits die 
hard, and even some scholars in the global South are 
not exempted from it. Instead of fitting diverse ecclesial 
experiences into a Eurocentric plotline, Sanneh argues 
for multiple models of interpretation that attend to the 
specific social and cultural contexts around the world. 

Sanneh’s work shares much of the postcolonial 
concerns, as he seeks to reconceive Christianity as free 
from its European and imperial interests, paying close 
attention to Christianity’s encounter with Islam and in-
digenous traditions, new ecclesial forms and practices, 
tension and conflict, and challenges to Western liberal 
Enlightenment values. For Sanneh, the upward swing of 
non-Western Christianity is a postcolonial phenomenon, 
and the so-called native Christians have accomplished 
what the missionaries have not been able to achieve in 
bringing people to Christ. He regards colonialism as 
often a drain and an impediment to Christian mission: 
“The advantage of the colonial impetus in the mission-
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ary expansion was … twice offset by the disadvantages 
of nationalist resistance and the charismatic reaction it 
elicited.”24 Many people in the West still harbour a co-
lonial mentality, or else remain steeped in “white guilt” 
that they have failed to see or celebrate non-Western 
Christianity as a movement spearheaded by local agency 
and shaped by indigenous cultural renewal.

There are many reasons why African Christianity en-
joys such phenomenal growth. Some have attributed this 
growth to poverty and economic reasons, the breakdown 
of social institutions and infrastructures, the search for 
security, and the availability of communal support and 
healing. While these are important reasons to consider, 
Sanneh looks for a deeper cultural dynamic in the ad-
aptation of the Gospel to African soil. Specifically, he 
mentions “the effects of mother tongue development and 
Bible translation; indigenous cultural renewal and local 
agency; and the theological stimulation of the Christian 
adoption of the African names of God.”25

Although Sanneh has emphasized attending to facts 
on the ground, he has not paid sufficient attention to 
women’s agency and their part in African Christianity. 
Dana L. Roberts has argued that world Christianity is a 
women’s movement, since women are the majority in the 
Christian population and they account for the phenom-
enal growth in Pentecostalism and Roman Catholicism 
in the global South.26 While Sanneh has long argued for 
the significance of the translatability of the Christian 
message into vernacular languages and its effect in cul-
tural renewal, African women’s theology has looked at 
the phenomenon quite differently. Sanneh focuses on the 
effects of the inscription of the oral language in written 
form on cultural renewal among the elites. The noted 
Ghanaian theologian Mercy Amba Oduyoye presents 
her critical analysis of African culture based on folktalk, 
which includes myths, folktales, and proverbs shared 
among all the people, not just the learned or the elderly. 
Folktalk, she says, is an integral part of the “religio-
cultural corpus” of Africa, because it is “dynamic and 
malleable, [and] interplays with the changing conditions 
of life to direct individual self-perception and to shape 
the entire community.”27

Using a gender analysis, several African women theo-
logians have raised the problems with using the names 
of African deities to translate the term “God.” Gomang 
Seratwa Ntloedibe-Kuswani, for example, elucidates the 
ways in which Modimo, the divine figure of Botswana, 
has been colonized and gendered when it is used to 
translate “God” in the Setswana Bible. In Setswana 

divining practices, Modimo is gender neutral and is not 
given human traits. Instead of celebrating the translation 
of God into African names, Ntloedibe-Kuswani charges 
that “the colonizing translations subjugate the so-called 
receptor languages or cultures by ignoring their differ-
ences, their uniqueness, and, indeed, by bending them to 
fit or to receive the so-called source-text.”28 What is even 
more problematic is that these translations are then used 
to undermine women’s leadership and spiritual roles.

Sanneh’s focus on the agency of male cultural elites to 
the exclusion of women’s voices and experiences is not 
a simple oversight, but it is symptomatic of the failure 
of postcolonial male scholars to confront patriarchy in 
their societies. As I have written, “Postcolonial feminist 
critics have stressed the intricate relationship between 
colonialism and patriarchy such that the analysis of one 
without the other is incomplete. Those male postcolonial 
critics who leave out gender run the risk of overlook-
ing that colonialism involves the contest of male power 
and the patriarchal ideology is constantly reshaped and 
reformulated in the colonial process.”29 In leaving out 
women’s voices, the interpretation of world Christianity 
provides a skewed picture and does not do justice to the 
multiple agencies on the ground.

Implication for Christian Ministry
As leaders called to God’s ministry, we have to 

prepare Christians to live in a post-American world 
in which Christianity is no longer defined by Western 
concepts, ideas, rubrics, and practices. I want to touch 
briefly on three questions: What is the good news and 
who is this Jesus we need to proclaim? What is the con-
gregational form? And who will be the leaders?

First, we must rid ourselves of the trappings and ves-
tiges of Constantinian Christianity in order to be able to 
see clearly the life and ministry of a postcolonial Jesus. 
Americans have not been comfortable seeing the con-
nections between empire and Christianity. They are not 
used to Rev. Jeremiah Wright’s preaching.30 One of the 
main reasons for this situation is that many Americans, 
especially those of European descent, have been brought 
up to see religion and politics as separate from one 
another. Middle-class American Christianity has so 
successfully adapted to the individualistic culture that 
religion has become a privatized affair. The Christian 
messages of sin, atonement, justification, and salvation 
have been thoroughly individualized, if not psycholo-
gized, such that they have relatively little social import. 
We look at Jesus primarily as a religious figure, separated 
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from the highly politicized and volatile situation of his 
time, an era filled with periodic popular revolts and pro-
tests against Roman rule. In Jesus and Empire, Richard 
A. Horsley denounces the attempt to depoliticize Jesus 
and says, “It is difficult to continue to imagine that Jesus 
was the only figure unaffected by his people’s subjec-
tion to the Roman imperial order.”31 For Horsley, the 
Jesus movement was a resistance movement against 
Pax Romana. Jesus was not a passive religious leader, 
but took an uncompromising stance against the Roman 
Empire and its client Judean and Galilean rulers, Antipas 
and the high priests. 

What sort of ecclesial form and congregational 
structure will enable American Christians to un-
derstand, appreciate, and celebrate the vitality and 
diversity of world Christianity? In an age in which 
email, BlackBerrys, YouTube, Amazon.com, Facebook, 
Wikipedia, and The Huffington Post have changed our 
ways of communicating, gathering news and knowl-
edge, shopping, and social networking, I often wonder 
why our congregational structure and church life have 
remained so untouched. Has the residential parish model 
run its course? First of all, residential areas in America 
are largely segregated by race, social class, economic 
status, and ethnic background. Second, parish ministry 
has a tendency to focus on the local and to turn inward to 
the needs of that particular community. I am aware that 
mixed-race congregations can be found in metropolitan 
areas and large mega churches, but they tend to focus 
more on personal salvation instead of the social needs 
of the world.

I observe with interest the emergent church move-
ment, which seeks to break through denominational 
lines and cross the theological boundaries of evangeli-
cal, liberal, Pentecostal, and charismatic. Responding 
to the postmodern challenge, the emergent church 
embraces an anti-clerical, decentralized, dialogical, and 
participatory style. Some of the leaders of this move-
ment, such as Stuart Murray in England, have spoken 
of the need to develop a post-Christendom approach to 
mission and evangelism and of moving the church from 
a position of power and privilege to the margin.32 Just as 
churches in Africa and Asia have to look for indigenous 
forms to carry out their mission and witness, the emer-
gent church may be an American attempt to respond to 
postmodernity. I am open to how this will evolve. One of 
my students began a group called The Crossing in down-
town Boston, experimenting with new ecclesial forms 
with students and young professionals, Christians and 

non-Christians. I hope the emergent movement will not 
be preoccupied with American issues and the settling of 
old theological scores, but will have the broader horizon 
of meeting the challenges of not only the postmodern 
world, but the postcolonial world as well. 

What kind of leaders will the Church need in the 
future? We need future Church leaders who can help 
the congregation to embrace the fullness of the Gospel 
and God’s action in the whole world. They will need 
to be interpreters and mediators between the local and 
the global, or what sociologist Roland Robertson has 
described as “glocal,” because the local and the global 
are not opposites but constantly interact with one an-
other.33 Future ministers will have to know the culture 
and habits of Generation Y, those global citizens born in 
the late 1970s and early ’80s. The 60 million members 
of this generation are slightly fewer than the number of 
Boomers, but significantly more numerous than their 
predecessors, Generation X. They have not known a 
world without cellphones, pagers, instant messaging, 
and chat rooms. By all accounts, they are the most glob-
ally aware and racially diverse generation in history.

Facing the 21st century, we need leaders who are 
cosmopolitan in theological outlook, astute about world 
politics, and have a deep sense of American multiracial 
and multicultural history. Ministers are supposed to 
be reflective practitioners, yet they are often burdened 
with so many demands that they can spare little time for 
study and reflection. To be effective ministers, they will 
have to be lifelong learners, since the world is changing 
so fast, and many would not have had the training in 
seminary or divinity school to prepare them to lead in a 
post-American world with a non-Western Christianity. 
They must care for the injustice in their community, and 
know how these situations are interrelated with suffering 
in other parts of the world. They will need to be willing 
to take risks, enter new territories, imagine a world with 
plural centres, and perhaps acquire a new tongue, both 
literally and metaphorically. 

So what is the role of theological education in nur-
turing such future leaders? I want to conclude with 
the words of President Serene Jones, the first female 
president of Union Theological Seminary in New York. 
Speaking at her first convocation at the school, she 
described the purpose of theological education. She 
said that seminary provides a space “in which you will 
be educated about the constant turning back and forth 
between the rigors of doctrine and fluidity of spirit, be-
tween institutional form and social movement, between 
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a sense of critique, of fancy fanfare, and yet an ever 
growing appreciation for the subtlety of true beauty.”34 
If theological educational institutions can continue to 
provide such spaces, physical and virtual, we will live 
well into the twenty-first century. 
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The 2010 US Social Forum as Sign of Martin King’s Beloved 
Community: Ecumenism in the Hour of Planetary Crisis
By James W. Perkinson 
Ecumenical Theological Seminary, Detroit, Michigan 

The June 2010 meeting of the United States Social 
Forum in Detroit has fair claim to attention, after 

the fact, as a theological “sign of the times.” In drawing 
close to 20,000 grassroots activists to what for many has 
emerged as the emblem of post-industrial decimation, 
this recent event offers a motherlode for mining meaning 
and question for a world on the brink of upheaval. What 
follows here will offer a reading not only concerned with 
discerning the spirit of a movement, but an involvement 
concerned with rousing a politics. As a Detroit transplant 
for more than 25 years—a long-time inner-city activist/
educator/poet, anguished lover of a hard-edged Motown 
culture that has regularly decanted blight into beauty and 
abandonment into resolve-to-survive—my take is both 
interested and critical. As a volunteer organizer for the 
event, “romance” as well as suspicion are central to my 
interpretation. The reading will be two-way: from the 
sanctuary to the street, but perhaps even more crucially, 
from the street back to the sanctuary. Theology may seek 
to speak to such an occasion—paraphrasing Hegel’s 
characterization of philosophy—like an owl arriving at 
dusk, commenting on a noonday event from the vantage 
point of hindsight. But it is even more, I would argue, like 
an addict “the morning after,” needing both re-education 
and a new location to break out of an enthrallment to a 
complicit relationship with dominating power. It will be 
my contention ultimately that the Social Forum process 
represents the new frontier of ecumenist collaboration—
a spirit of common acting and acting on behalf of the 
commons that religious ecumenism now needs to learn 
from and follow after. I cast it as Martin King’s “beloved 
community”1 in social movement form—a kind of col-
lective materialization of messianic vision, refusing to 
await religious sanction, but responding in sagacity and 
courage to the urgency of the hour like some dread-
headed, rhyme-spitting prophet, chthonically raised by 
the earth itself, for itself. But first some history.

Social Forum Genesis
The US Social Forum is part of a long genealogy of 

struggle. It traces its older North American antecedents 
to labour movement concern to wrest worker agency 

out of capitalist coercion; civil rights integration out of 
white supremacist domination; farm labour self-determi-
nation from grower exploitation; women’s full humanity 
from eclipse under heteropatriarchy; American Indian 
Movement insistence on indigenous rights; Black and 
Brown Power assertions of pride and vision in the public 
square; environmental concern for a ruptured biosphere; 
Gay, Lesbian, Trans, and Queer actions for inclusion; 
disabled vision of an empowered future; and all manner 
of agitation for justice and democracy at every level of 
our common life over the last century. But, more specifi-
cally, the US event—only the second of its kind, after 
Atlanta hosted the first attempt in 2007—grows out of 
the World Social Forum, itself a 2001 innovation, which 
had responded to the difficult experience of progressive 
organizing around the globe for more than a decade. The 
World Social Forum came to birth in the new millen-
nium as a resistive riff on the World Economic Forum 
that convenes each year in Davos, Switzerland, where 
G8 heads of state and other large-scale corporate players 
gather to ponder and adjudicate the economic fate of the 
planet for the coming year. But it, too, admits a strident 
genealogy.

The prototype of resistance to “top-down” globaliza-
tion that World Social Forum organizers regularly lift 
up was launched by the Zapatistas in Chiapas, Mexico, 
one minute after midnight on January 1, 1994. This lat-
ter movement initiated a concerted protest of the North 
American Free Trade Agreement—an accord that, by 
many accounts, was largely an investors-rights compact 
among finance-capital elites, freeing up digitized flows 
of funds across borders at an opportunistic speed and 
in an exploitative manner that national labour forces 
could not effectively defend against. In response, the 
Zapatistas struck a stance for local regional autonomy 
and used tech-savvy PR skills to keep their struggle pro-
filed as a spectacle for international audiences, whose 
continuing witness provided a deterrent to more violent 
forms of repression by the central Mexican government. 
The Chiapas movement represented a new departure 
from more doctrinaire forms of resistance,2 usually orga-
nizing under one or another modern banner of socialist 
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theory focused on winning control of the nation-state. Its 
more pragmatic and locally grounded concern for the an-
cient rights and life ways of the Chiapas indigenous was 
simultaneously underscored by a clairvoyant anti-glo-
balization vision that was savvy about the changes in the 
structure and priorities of global capital after the crisis of 
overproduction of the 1970s, which forced an increasing 
focus on finance and the marketing of structural adjust-
ment and international debt as the new mechanisms of 
capital accumulation. And this indigenously oriented 
and flexibly adaptive form of analysis then became 
emblematic for the anti-globalization movement of the 
1990s that reached its apogee in the Battle in Seattle at 
the turn of the new millennium. 

The Seattle event marked a new moment in organizing. 
Pulling together a broad coalition of activists concerned 
with interrupting the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
agenda for that year, the Seattle street action gave 
concrete expression, for the first time, to a multi-hued, 
culturally diverse, restively creative mélange of inter-
national resisters, acting in common connivance and 
conviviality in improvised forms of street democracy. 
Subsequent attempts that aimed similarly to convene 
interlinkages of activists at meetings of one or another 
international forum (WTO, Organization of American 
States, etc.) were quickly countered by information-
trading host-city authorities. Most notoriously, in 
Detroit-Windsor and especially Genoa, Italy, in the 
years following, newly enacted laws limited protests to 
venues far removed from meeting sites; paid informants 
infiltrated planning meetings and derailed public ac-
tions with violent behaviour; and repressively proactive 
police raided gathering sites, brutalized arrestees, and 
tear-gassed protests, after which prosecutors cooked up 
draconian charges while judges handed down draconian 
sentences for minor offenses. 

By 2001, a new focus was conceived by the growing 
anti-globalization alliance, whose lone consensus was 
resistance to neo-liberal “re-engineering” of the global 
economy in service of international banking interests 
and continuing Western hegemony. Styling itself the 
World “Social” Forum to signal the priority of human 
community over the focus on economic accumulation 
galvanizing the World Economic Forum, this emergent 
collectivity of activist concern met in Porto Alegre, 
Brazil, to begin incubating a counter-vision to the “new 
world order,” from the bottom up. Its strategy was no 
longer the primacy of “battle,” but movement building. 
While the impetus remained poverty and ecological ca-

tastrophe, war and unsustainability, the focus was now 
on dialogue among the disenfranchised. The perspective 
was “grassroots,” anchored in the first and last instances 
by indigenous experience; the leadership—people of 
colour; the modus vivendi networking; the modus ope-
randi participatory workshops; the spirit youthful and 
loud; the attitude colourful and festive; the mood insur-
gent and “do-it-yourself.” Neither manifestos nor protest 
constituted the objective, but rather a five-day experience 
of the kind of world wanted. Skills trading, enhanced vi-
sion, deepened analysis, interlinked movement, renewed 
energy, celebration, and resolve were valued for their 
own sake. Alongside the space created for this kind of 
effervescent exchange, People’s Movement Assemblies 
were also organized as a vehicle for concomitant public 
actions, channelling some of the synergy into focused 
protests or demonstrations, but carefully separated le-
gally from the “social” engagement itself. Performance, 
parades, dances, hip-hop bombast, poetic invocation, 
puppetry and face painting, children’s “fora,” tours of 
relevant local sites, native blessing ceremonies, street 
theatre breakouts, spontaneous singing—all had their 
place and time of respect. 

Over the years since, in direct counterpoint to Davos 
each January, World Social Forum attendance has aver-
aged over 100,000, given expressive priority and political 
ascendancy to the global South, privileged the planet’s 
marginal majorities in voice and style, and echoed the 
anguish and the consciousness of those most at risk in 
the manufactured inequities of planetary business-as-
usual. By 2007, North American participants, feeling 
pain at continuing privilege and responsibility for the 
routinization of Western hegemony at home, decided to 
respond to a challenge from the South to replicate the 
gathering on a regional basis within US borders. After 
Atlanta drew in 12,000 folks in 2007, Detroit became the 
select site for the second attempt. 

Detroit Resurgence
The choice for Detroit had a double rationale. 

Deindustrialization had begun in the Car Capital in the 
early 1950s, as auto manufacturers and their spinoff 
subsidiaries sought to expand plant capacity to embrace 
new technology and at the same time escape union 
constraints and blacks’ demands for workplace justice 
by relocating to suburbs and rural townships (and later 
to the Sunbelt and south of the border). White popula-
tions had followed suit, by 1980 ringing the city with 86 
autonomous municipalities, 45 townships, and 89 school 
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districts, camped out on Federal Housing Administration 
(FHA) and Veterans Administration (VA) “red-lining”3 
and municipally sanctioned restrictive covenants to keep 
populations of colour at bay.4 Meanwhile, inside the city 
itself, the violent tactics of historic white resistance to 
black movement into new neighbourhoods (from1945 
through the 1960s, more than 200 incidents of organized 
attacks by white neighbourhood organizations involving 
everything from effigy-hanging to brick throwing, arson 
to cross burning, vandalism to physical attacks) had fi-
nally issued in the explosive black backlash of 1967. Far 
more organized than its stereotype as “riot” implies, this 
popular rebellion targeted the typical ghetto nemeses of 
white-owned stores and predatory policing and left in 
its wake ravaged zones of destruction and ramped up 
white flight. 

By the 70s, the urban/suburban divide hardened into a 
form of “concrete rupture” epitomized by the reality and 
the trope of “Eight Mile Road” (long understood locally, 
though only coming to national notoriety in Eminem’s 
2002 movie). Couple the resulting urban isolation with 
a range of issues—auto company loss of market share 
(due in part to hubris and mismanagement), the shift 
to neo-liberal financial priorities and outsourcing of 
jobs, Congressional retooling of Defense Department 
spending towards southern cities, the advent of crack 
and market-savvy gangs, Detroit mayoral administra-
tions increasingly held hostage by suburban dollars, 
and policy decisions warped by “outsider” takeovers of 
infrastructure (state and corporate grabs of water rights, 
convention halls, hotels, the public school system, waste 
incineration, etc.)—and the result was a four-decade-
long scenario of apocalypse. Detroit quickly came to 
represent a scale of socio-economic devastation, politi-
cal predation, and psychic depression unmatched by any 
other large city in the country, and a national image as 
Murder Capital Number One. For Social Forum organiz-
ers in 2010, it could also serve the country as cautionary 
tale for late capitalist policy. But not only that.

Detroit was also the city of choice for the Forum 
because of its incredible resilience and “off the hook” 
innovation. Long-term, committed activism in the city 
was epitomized by Grace and Jimmy Boggs5—Chinese 
American Bryn Mawr Ph.D. married to African 
American United Auto Workers shop-floor organizer—
whose pedigrees of struggle read like a people’s history 
of the time. Their ever-evolving commitments had run 
from labour movement radicalism in the ’50s and Black 
Power militancy in the ’60s, through women’s move-

ment solidarity and civil rights inclusivity in the ’70s, 
to initiatives focused on taking back the streets from 
crack and resistance to casinos in the ’80s, and had, 
by 1992, settled on a new strategy informed by the 
1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer civil rights initia-
tive. Styling their activity as “Detroit Summer,” with 
their own inner-city home serving as organizing base, 
the Boggs began pulling together a transgenerational 
enterprise of urban dwellers and allies, pairing hip-
hop animated youth with “gardening angels” old folks 
in a project to reinvent the city from the ground up, 
outside of big corporations and big government, begin-
ning with food. By the new millennium, Detroit was 
emerging as a national leader in the community urban 
gardening movement, boasting a support organization 
(Detroit Agricultural Network), donating seed, loan-
ing equipment, offering expertise and soil testing, and 
spearheading, in conjunction with neighbourhood beds, 
community organizing to begin reconvening community 
around the produce. The city also could boast a whole 
new multi-ethnic cadre of 20-something visionaries, 
now committed to remain in situ (refusing the siren 
song of suburban living or corporate earning), infected 
with a can-do mentality, leveraging tech-savvy skills and 
break-beat braggadocio on behalf of grassroots initia-
tives bent on similar schemes of urban reinvention and 
local enterprise. The watchword here quickly became 
“Grow your own! Both food and stories!” By the time 
a venue had to be decided for the second Social Forum, 
Motown could name 1,000 new community gardens and 
an annual “Allied Media Project” run entirely by young 
energy, drawing a 1,000-strong “motley crew” of urban 
pioneers from around the country, sussing out paths to a 
relocalized future, DIY-inspired (Do-It-Yourself), build-
ing wireless access for poor zip codes out of “tin cans 
and twine,” sidestepping mainstream media in favour of 
YouTube production, making mix-tapes of homestead-
ing raids on foreclosed houses, and resettling evictees in 
their former domiciles, backed by neighbourhood pos-
ses willing to challenge the bailiff on the sidewalk. 

Meanwhile, in yet another corner of the decima-
tion, a third focus of the “grow your own” impetus had 
emerged, as garbage was gleaned from urban ruins 
and offered up in shamanic commentary on the social 
condition of the city. In 1989, a young wannabe painter 
named Tyree Guyton had begun installing refuse on the 
abandoned house next door to his own, splashing the 
impromptu outdoor installation with mad colour and 
madder juxtaposition—dolls lining the roof, bicycles 
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climbing tree limbs upside down, pirated street signs 
circled by hula hoops vying for attention over the top of 
vacuum cleaners, lined up in the side lot like sentinels, 
and row upon row of shoes marching to an unheard 
dirge. By 1991 the project had been bulldozed under 
police helicopter surveillance, prompting a community 
funeral and a reincarnation of the impetus under the 
aegis of a guerilla polka-dotting crew, overnight tagging 
burned-out blight all over the ghetto with eye-slamming 
dots of brightness. It concentrated on Guyton’s home 
street of Heidelberg,6 to be sure—prompting one resi-
dent to croon, “It’s like somebody suddenly turned the 
sun on here”—but also began riveting abandoned hulks 
on widely scattered streets across the cityscape with the 
sign of something new. This was garbage revisioned as 
cipher, prophetic symbol-spitting in the mode of mate-
rial pun! Dead commodities under an outlaw palette 
running proud riot, proclaiming the rule of colour and 
querying the policy and society that licensed such de-
cay in the first place! In time, a polka-dot covered 1956 
vintage bus crowned with a Rosa Parks Avenue street 
sign would anchor the vacant plot across the street from 
Guyton’s home, and car hoods—“resurrected” from area 
junkyards to serve as urban canvasses—would leer with 
bold-painted “folk faces,” propped up on edge every 
10 feet around the bus—a growing garden of insurgent 
visages, coming back from the loam to grin at the liv-
ing like Ezekiel’s bones given Dadaist heads! Despite 
another bout of city bulldozing in 1999, global popu-
larity (the site averages 200,000 visitors a year, some 
of whom are recreating its vibrancy in other scenes of 
devastation around the globe) and local Detroit support 
have solidified the renegade project as native emblem 
and now locally replicated inspiration, retooling Detroit 
imagination in the direction of an Art Brut vision of the 
cityscape. This is indeed DIY under a brush, doing judo 
on rot, taking its cue from the chicory-blue takeover of 
every vacant lot by July of each summer. It heralds the 
politics of recycling not only as requisite post-industrial 
ethic, but as provocative aesthetic for a world only too 
full of discarded “stuff.” “From the ugly,” it shouts, 
“Grow your own Beauty!” 

But “vacancy” itself is now also part of the brew—
a 139-square-mile prairie of a city, more than 30 
percent empty, that augurs the hollowed-out centre of 
the American Dream. Post-millennium Motown fairly 
begs reinvention as soil of the national imaginary, its 
very vacuity a sign of possibility. But the reading here 
is tricky. Far from the similar kind of misapprehended 

“void” projected by conquistadores and colonizers on 
the American wilderness after 1492, Detroit today re-
mains charged with history and hosts very real survivors, 
schooled in its peculiar pain and beauty, and eager to 
innovate. Its contemporary repute as cankered epicentre 
of post-industrialization attracts all manner of vulture 
entrepreneurs eager to make a living and fame off its 
supine back. The city is rather a battleground, “indig-
enous” populace of the past half-century now wrestling 
with predatory planning interests backed by foundations 
keen on “cleansing” the urban core of its homeless and 
poor, operating on a post-Katrina New Orleans model 
of gentrification. The current mayor’s promulgation of 
an outsider-directed “right-sizing” initiative, ready to 
relocate in-the-way people elsewhere, complimented by 
a school takeover plan, bent on emptying out the public 
school system in favour of privatized charters, marks the 
foreground of contemporary struggle in the city, mobi-
lizing old-line and young activists alike. 

“Glocal” Convergence
And for all of this stew pot of bristling questions and 

bubbling issues and startling creations and emergent vi-
sion, Detroit “won” selection as host site for the second 
Social Forum. Planning began a year and a half out. Five 
anchor organizations championed the event with funds 
and support services and organizing began in earnest. 
By June of 2010, much of the benefit of the Forum itself 
had already been achieved in the necessary collabora-
tion between local initiatives—enough beleaguered 
in everyday function and invested in pride of focus to 
have avoided cooperation until faced with the prospect 
of hosting a national gathering—now making common 
cause and looking beyond the event to the broader move-
ment and the urgency of the hour. The watchword for 
the gathering inherited from Atlanta—“Another World 
Is Possible, Another U.S. Is Necessary”—was quickly 
supplemented by the local D-Town organizing com-
mittee with a third pillar, specifying neighbourhood 
community as the new space of organizing (succeeding 
the 1930s labour focus on the shop floor and the 1960s 
student concentration on campuses). “Another Detroit is 
Happening” had indeed been the case for decades, but 
now was becoming a more broadly shared conscious-
ness of locale and resolve of focus. 

The event began sunny and celebratory. Multiple 
thousands in parade mood, T-shirt blazons shouting 
movement commitments, drum rolls over trumpet 
calls, chants and rants and panted greetings decanting 
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the air into a rolling party, puppets and balloon figures 
punctuating sky over the dancing denizens at their feet, 
the Woodward Avenue corridor spilling a living army 
towards the central downtown plaza. On the main con-
vention stage, spoken word bombastics from local lips 
spiked the issues, native dancer costumes swirled up past 
ghosts and future hopes, while the writhing serpentine 
body of the Forum checked itself out on the floor. Punk 
bikers from Wisconsin nodding to UAW workers from 
Chrysler. Bib-overall gardeners from Hamtramck bump-
ing fists with academics from Ann Arbor. Revolutionary 
Black Workers party members jostling with Texas en-
vironmentalists, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Queer 
(LGBTQ) anarchists sharing seats with Baptist pastors. 
Nearly every state was represented, as were several other 
countries. English dominated, but officially shared the 
podium with Spanish and American Signing. Colour 
was as vividly present as pallor—in skin, in fabric, in 
tone and expression. In the encounter that followed, a 
globe of concerns would find articulation across a four-
day spread of focus: from Detroit to the Nation, from the 
National to the International, and from Alternatives to 
Solutions, culminating in a day of public actions target-
ing local problems. 

The range of the 1300 workshops was kaleido-
scopic—job creation to soil remediation, bubbles and 
bailouts to biblical economics, tar sands organizing to 
non-violent blogging, Theater of the Oppressed vying 
for attention with Cross-Border Dialogue for Women, 
Palestinian rights activism alongside climate change 
revision, mountaintop removal concern juxtaposed 
to outrage over oil flares in Nigeria, Detroit’s own 
Coalition Against Police Brutality innovating restor-
ative justice actions seeking to put the “neighbor back 
in the ’hood” up next to work on immigration detention, 
factory closing, and disability inclusion. Each night, 
performance all across the city, film viewing, multi-
media experimentation labs, and dance ritual confabs. 
A daily Children’s Art Village offered up its creations 
on Hart Plaza while mural and graffiti hands tatted sur-
faces made available for the visual word. Daytime work 
projects dealing with food sovereignty in Detroit com-
munities offered outlet for “wanna do sumpin” energy 
while bicycle repair entrepreneurs hosted sessions and 
received donations (the city ended up hundreds of bikes 
richer in the mix). Seniors’ concerns met student energy, 
foreclosure resistance workers from Chicago crossed 
paths with LA transit riders struggling for justice in their 
hometown, timebanking creativity faced off with zero 

waste concern. And the whole upwelling closed down 
with a huge “Lounge Party” held in Detroit’s farmer’s 
market, raising funds for Detroit Summer locally and the 
next Social Forum yet to be planned. 

In a Boggs Center debrief the final night of the 
Forum, one wag summed up the fest by crowing, “I 
feel like I just stepped into the future!” In the days that 
followed, again and again, testament was heard to the 
same effect. Activist visitors, having settled into the 
city centre for the duration or having toured various 
sites in the neighbourhoods, exclaimed astonishment 
at the vibrancy. Envy of those living here was actually 
a commonly expressed sentiment. Even the downtown 
business community waxed hyperbolic, saying they had 
never experienced such a week, enjoying great patron-
age of their shops night after night, singularly struck by 
the civility and politeness exhibited, the care to clean 
up garbage, the respect for other customers and the 
grounds, the friendliness of demeanor and exchange. 

So—well and good! An event pulled off by over-
stretched souls against the odds of the time (a Detroit 
unemployment close to 30 percent by official counts 
and nearer 50 percent by local figuring, in a state at 
the bottom of national listings of prosperity and pros-
pects)! But how to divine the meaning of this palimpsest 
of the old and the new, industrial “bust” overwritten 
with flowering greenness, blue-collar hardness hosting 
youthful aspiration? Mere sound and fury, a romance of 
naive hopefulness, leftover froth from the ’60s meeting 
hip-hop grandiosity of the millennials, signifying, ulti-
mately, nothing? 

Certainly the mainstream press thought so—giving 
coverage locally only in the Religious Section to a first-
day workshop on Jubilee and Sabbath economics. And 
thereafter turning camera lens to gatherings of a few 
hundred Tea Party-ers making flatulence over health 
care elsewhere around the country. Certainly there were 
no major immediate changes in policy coming out of the 
four major People’s Assembly actions—targeting, re-
spectively, the exploitative labour practices of Andiamos 
restaurant; the priorities of Michigan-based utility DTE 
Energy Company, whose shutoffs had caused 18 deaths 
in the city since the previous December; the polluting 
emissions of the Detroit Incinerator, creating in its sur-
rounding neighborhoods the highest incidence of child 
respiratory disease in the nation; or the demonstration I 
helped organize (as a joint “Faith and Labor” collabora-
tion), pulling 800 bodies onto the steps of JP Morgan 
Chase Bank, calling for a two-year moratorium on 
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foreclosures and demanding the Bank use its financial 
leverage over R. J. Reynolds to compel it to negotiate 
with the Farmer Labor Organizing Committee over 
slavery-like working conditions of migrant labour in 
North Carolina (though each of these campaigns contin-
ues post-Forum). 

But in spite of this seeming lack of evident effect, in 
large part, as already hinted above, the medium was the 
message. The process itself developed new relationships 
and will have a continuing legacy of alliance and action. 
What the Social Forum “realized” was an effervescent 
horde, far from party-line controlled, enacting the kind 
of event political scholars Michael Hardt and Antonio 
Negri have recently theorized as “the encounter” of a 
“multitude”.7 This was a happening in which no one 
social sector (immigrant, student, industrial worker) was 
considered to be the Prime Mover of the activist agenda; 
rather, what was created was a medium of struggle—to 
be sure, aiming at effectiveness in any given protest 
event—but taking its bearings from a much longer-term 
aim and process (an ever-morphing movement seeking 
to work towards a different world, globally and locally) 
and articulating its actions in an environment structured 
in “difference” (of both political concerns and subject 
positions). And it is just here that religion in general (and 
Christianity in particular, I would submit) needs to get 
its hands dirty, in the future, not as visionary leader, or 
traditionalist check on youthful excess and novelty, but 
as learner. 

“Ecumenical” Exegesis
Such, at least, was my own involvement in the event. 

I came into the work of Social Forum organizing by way 
of a much smaller, but similar, eight-year-old initiative 
known as Word & World, germinating an “alterna-
tive seminary” idea conceived by Daniel Berrigan and 
William Stringfellow in the 1970s, when the former 
was on the run from the FBI for burning draft files 
and was seeking to find a community of reflection, but 
also needing to remain under the radar. Bonhoeffer’s 
1930s “underground seminary” at Finkenwald in Nazi-
controlled Germany had teased the imagination of 
Berrigan and Stringfellow. They had kicked the idea 
around across the years; but it only finally materialized 
in revised form in early 2001, when a national group of 
Christian activists, some of them former students of the 
two, frustrated with the tame theologies and tepid poli-
tics of mainstream seminaries, convened outside Detroit 
and decided to launch a series of regionally based “peo-

ple’s schools.” The concern was for a cross-pollination 
of “street and seminary and sanctuary” that would take 
its impetus, in both practicality and energy, from the 
street. From 2002 through 2009, five major gather-
ings, averaging 130 folks at a crack, were convened 
around historic sites of faith-animated struggle, ranging 
from Greensboro, North Carolina’s long saga of civil 
rights sit-ins and Ku Klux Klan resistance and Tucson, 
Arizona’s involvement in the Sanctuary Movement and 
border issues, through Philadelphia, Pennysylvania’s 
involvement in Atlantic coast resistance to the arms race 
and Rochester, New York’s role in hosting women’s 
movement agitation, to Memphis, Tennessee’s notoriety 
as King’s place of death in fighting for garbage work-
ers’ rights. Each occasion drew in a broad swath of 
largely (but not exclusively) Christian activists, seeking 
to learn from that particular site’s history and narrative 
of grassroots action, while also building in reflection on 
the urgency of contemporary issues—all of it facilitated 
by workshops, Bible studies, liturgical invocations, and 
local public action of some kind, culminating in wild 
poetry and salacious storytelling and raucous singing 
each night. 

In 2009, Word & World opted to cast in its lot with 
the much larger Social Forum event, seeking through 
local organizers like Methodist pastor/activist Bill 
Wylie Kellermann to challenge area churches, temples, 
and mosques, as well as shrines and zendos and a First 
Nations Family Center, to collaborative involvement 
as both contributors to and students of the process. 
Under that broader umbrella of “Faith and Spirituality” 
concerns, Word & World tailored its own Social Forum 
contribution towards economics. It created a workshop-
track opening dialogue between various readings of the 
biblical tradition—focused on “Sabbath” and “Jubilee” 
as articulating an economic commitment running coun-
ter to imperial modes of accumulation—and various 
contemporary initiatives, religious and secular, local and 
global, that embody some of the same values and priori-
ties. Juxtaposed to emergent Detroit practices like those 
already recounted—wherein a restive grassroots has 
long been about organizing localized food production, 
artistically redeploying abandoned buildings and junked 
cars as prophetic commentary, resisting foreclosure, 
and freeing media for popular use under a hip-hop aes-
thetic—the biblical witness comes alive in a strikingly 
antiphonal resonance. Academic work finds its hook in 
activist animus and heat. 
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Front and centre, in orchestrating such a call/response 
encounter between ancient text and contemporary 
practice, is recovery of the degree to which the gospels 
depict Jesus as himself learning his tact and honing 
his teaching by immersing himself in a social move-
ment already in progress (Mk 1:4, 9-11, 14). In going 
personally into the Jordan waters under the hands of 
John, he also locates his prophetic project among the 
marginalized peasantry of first-century Palestine, who 
were roused and ranting under the Baptizer’s preaching 
(summoning them to a version of “outsider” economics 
and clairvoyant discernment of the times; Lk 3:1-22; Jn 
1:35-37). Their life condition of poverty and likely des-
tiny of early death would incite his passion and choice 
of lifestyle (Mt 10:5-8; Mk 3:20, 31-35; Mt 12:1-8; Mk 
2:15-17; Mk 6:30-44; Lk 13:31-35; 23:32-43), their folk 
sensibility and “proverbial” wisdom shape his idiom 
(Mk 4:1-34; Lk 10:25-37; 14:12-24; 15:1-2; Mt 11:16-
19, 25-30). Recent exegesis has increasingly made clear 
the degree to which this upstart “messiah” continuously 
initiated, within that already moving mass, a Sabbath-
Jubilee ethic and polemic. He is provocatively styled by 
Luke, for instance, in his inaugural address at Nazareth, 
as both living embodiment and combative champion of 
that particular strand of the Hebrew tradition (“the ac-
ceptable year of the Lord”; Lk 4:16-30; 11:1-4). Subtly 
but powerfully invoked, in such an emphasis, is the 
Exodus-remembrance of a wildcat strike of slaves (Ex 
5:1), walking away from forced labour construction 
of “storage cities for grain” under Pharaoh’s “food-as-
weapon” policy (Gen 47:13-21; Ex 1:8-14) that was 
ritually ramified in a regular round of Sabbath practices 
in ancient Israel (Ex 16:16-18, 22-32; 20:8-11; 31:12-
17; Lev 23:15-25; 25:1-55; Deut 15:1-81; 16:9-12). 
Torah commands enjoining labour stoppage every 
seven days (the weekly Sabbath), resting of land and 
labour and deconstruction of debt every seven years (the 
Sabbath year), and complete “release” of the same every 
seven-times-seven years (in the “grand-daddy” Jubilee), 
effectively rooting national identity in a “gift economy” 
approach to land and labour, in which abolition of 
foreclosure and recirculation of productive means to 
displaced workers were foundational and primal.  

 In all of the gospels (though with differing empha-
ses), this Sabbath-Jubilee vision anchors the dramatic 
tension (Mt 12:9-14; Mk 1:21; 2:23-28; 3:1-6; Lk 14:1-6; 
Jn 9:1-41). It emerges—in both overt teaching and co-
vert coding—as the primary axis of contention between 
Jesus and a local “triumvirate” of priests-scribes-elders 

(Mk 8:31; 11:27) who implement Roman policy through 
debt-sharking, tithe extraction, and imminent domain 
displacement, taking over small-holder land and forcing 
occupants into tenancy farming and day labouring in 
service of a conversion of barley production into cash 
cropping of grapes for export to the empire (Mk 7:9-13; 
10:17-22, especially the issue of “defrauding”; 12:1-12, 
40-44; Mt 20:1-15; Lk 16:1-13, 19-31, etc.). Counter to 
such comprador class exploitation of “the people,” the 
renegade rabbi from Galilee is represented as challeng-
ing the peasant masses in parable and action alike to 
awaken to their own dignity (Mk 2:1-12, 23-28; 4:30-32; 
Lk 13:16), refuse their demonization as an “accursed 
rabble” or unclean “sinners” (Jn 7:49; Lk 6:20-26; 7:36-
50; Jn 8:1-11), gain stealth and craft in battling the land 
grabs and debt-slavery of the day (Lk 16:1-13; 18:9-14; 
Mt 6:11-12; 18:21-22), and galvanize their resolve in 
a reinvigorated Sabbath vision and collective identity 
(Mk 6:30-44; 8:1-21; Lk 19:1-10). The movement so led 
trumpeted freedom for prisoners (Lk 4:18) and restora-
tion of small farmers to their own plots (Mk 10:17-30; 
Lk 11:4), celebrated uppity widows staging courtroom 
protests (Lk 18:1-8) and whistle-blowing slaves refus-
ing to cooperate in predatory finance (Mt 25:14-30), and 
ultimately led to the choreographing of popular anger 
into public action (Mk 11:1-19), convening a sit-down 
strike on the grounds of the national mall (the Temple 
which served as both religious shrine and central bank), 
vandalizing oppressive machinery (turning over money-
changing stalls), and delivering a day-long teach-in—for 
all of which Jesus (and his close associates, if caught) 
would be criminalized and executed (Mk 13:1-2; 14:58; 
Lk 22:54-62; 23:2). 

Beloved Community Insurgence
For the entirety of the Forum, then, a small colloquy 

of activists focusing their Christian beliefs on various 
angles of contemporary struggle made common cause 
with a massive gathering of activists animated by every 
imaginable issue and ideology. In the mix, present-
day issues illuminated ancient endeavours; old texts 
syncopated modern battles with surprising flavour. 
This was ecumenism outside the walls, foreswearing 
convention, opening doctrine to hard vision, putting 
cherished categories on the auction block for re-vision 
and re-turn under a beat, in the heat of street politics 
and a folk aesthetics of post-industrial message rap, 
youth-tested, anarchically wrestled from safety in an 
imprimatur, thrown up to radical dialogue beholden only 
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to the insistence on a different future for all. The brew 
was heady. The model, one of common descent into 
the “baptismal font” of contemporary struggle, where 
no discourse is privileged and pragmatic concern for 
the poor is decisive. The movement coming up wet and 
visionary looked like nothing so much as Martin King’s 
“Beloved Community” in “worldly” form—certainly 
beyond any church body or mosque sodality this author 
has seen. What might issue from such a melting pot of 
vision and exchange remains an outcome of history yet 
to be lived. But the energy was transformative, the hope 
palpable. For religious bodies riveted to insider fetishes 
of truth-claims and ritual practice, the throw-down was 
a bass-note thud, demanding radical awakening. The 
hour of our global crises, interlocking in both genealogy 
and effect—oil peaking cross-cut with species extinc-
tion, climate change ballooning over population ranges 
straining the planetary infrastructure—will not toler-
ate equivocation. We are facing the tsunami together. 
Whether religion will release its grip on inward-turning 
illusions of exclusive divine access and embrace a com-
mons of both resources and rumination, struggle and 
its celebration, is a question unanswered. But the 2010 
Social Forum with Word & World connivance offered a 
partial glimpse. This, indeed, was a tantalizing vision of 
the possibility of a global “household.” 
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Ripe from the well-cultivated soil of the Second 
Vatican Council, and nourished and pruned through 

decades of dialogues, meetings, and other ecumeni-
cal ventures, Harvesting the Fruits: Basic Aspects of 
Christian Faith in Ecumenical Dialogue presents the 
latest, the most extensive, and the first strictly Catholic 
effort to summarize the results of ecumenical dialogues 
of the past 40 years.1 

Several years in the making, the book was published 
in the final year of Walter Kasper’s presidency at the 
Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity.2 By 
his own account, the Cardinal employed the staff and 
consulters of the Council to cull roughly 40 years of 
ecumenical dialogue statements issued between the 
Catholic Church and four of its official dialogue part-
ners at the international level, namely, the Lutheran 
World Federation, the World Methodist Council, the 
Anglican Communion, and the World Alliance of 
Reformed Churches.3 These four partners represent for 
the Catholic Church its “first dialogue partners after the 
Second Vatican Council,” and they are the main “eccle-
sial communities originating in the West” that identify 
directly or draw their influence from the Reformation of 
the sixteenth century (p. 3, n.2.). Other dialogues, with 
Churches of the Christian East or with Free Churches or 
Evangelical, Charismatic, and Pentecostal Christians, 
are not treated in Harvesting the Fruits, although afi-
cionados of the “harvesting” concept will undoubtedly 
wish to see similar compendia drawn up in the future 
that treat these other traditions. For the time being, read-
ers are given a chance to appreciate in a new way the 
work of the first “generation” of ecumenists involved in 
these four major dialogues in the Christian West. 

Readers familiar with Walter Kasper’s writing style 
expect and appreciate his systematic approach, his clar-
ity of thought and lucidity of expression. In his typical 
style, the Cardinal makes very clear from the outset his 
intention for the book: “… the objective of this docu-
ment is to reflect on the results of these four bilateral 
dialogues together, and their interrelationships with one 

another” (p. 4, n.2.) Specifically, his hopes for the book 
are threefold:
a) “… to ask: Where are we? What has been achieved? 

What has still to be done? Where can we, and where 
should we, move ahead?”;

b) “… to initiate, to promote and to facilitate forms of 
reception of dialogue results in our Church and in our 
divided partner church communities as well”; and

c) “… [to] foster further dialogues on still open questions 
and inspire new enthusiasm and a greater degree of 
common witness in today’s world.” (p. 3, n.1)
This review will consider Harvesting the Fruits ac-

cording to these three hopes expressed by the Cardinal.

“Where are we now?”
At first glance, there may be a tendency to say of 

Harvesting the Fruits, “So what’s new? Most everything 
that is printed there has been published already in some 
other form elsewhere.” So how does a book offering 
a summary of the dialogues advance the relationship 
between these five church communities? And what does 
this reveal about the current state of the ecumenical 
movement in general?

In response to these questions, one must see both the 
grandeur and the limitation of the project undertaken. On 
the side of grandeur, we see presented in very few pages 
a distillation of what Walter Kasper calls “an impressive 
number of ecumenical documents, which give witness 
to the common search to fulfill the will of our one Lord 
Jesus Christ ‘that all be one’ (Jn. 17.21)” (p. 1, n.1.). “An 
impressive number” translates literally to thousands of 
pages of bilateral and multilateral statements, joint posi-
tion papers, clarifications, and other such documents 
written at international, regional, and local levels of 
ecumenical dialogue. Many (some would say most) of 
these dialogue statements have been left to gather dust 
on library shelves, meaning that for a variety of reasons, 
their teachings have not been officially received by the 
authoritative bodies in any of the participating churches. 
Within such a context, a book that provides a synopsis 
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of the dialogues is most beneficial for initiates and ex-
perts alike who want to understand quickly where the 
churches are at in their relationship with one another.

On the side of limitation, Cardinal Kasper identifies 
an inherent danger in attempting this type of presenta-
tion: “… we are aware that there are also other important 
issues treated in individual dialogues, but not by the oth-
ers, and these are not represented here (for instance the 
place of Mary in Christian doctrine and life, as treated 
in the ARCIC dialogue and in some regional dialogues)” 
(p.7, n.4.). Clearly, Harvesting the Fruits is not the final 
word on ecumenical matters in general or even on the 
four dialogues specifically treated.

What we do find in Harvesting the Fruits, however, 
are excerpts of Lutheran–Catholic, Anglican–Catholic, 
Reformed–Catholic and Methodist–Catholic statements 
systematically arranged according to four themes: Jesus 
Christ and the Holy Trinity; Salvation, Justification, 
Sanctification; the Church; and the Sacraments of 
Baptism and Eucharist. Each theme comprises a chapter 
in the book, and each chapter is bookended by an astute 
and helpful introduction and concluding reflections 
written by the author himself. Within the body of each 
chapter, the teachings of the dialogues are simply cut-
and-pasted in sequence around the theme (and arranged 
according to subthemes) in an attempt “… as much as 
possible to maintain the distinct character of the four 
dialogues” (p. 4, n.2.). No effort is made to fuse the 
multiple voices into a single voice (a process that would 
damage the integrity of each individual dialogue), nor 
does the author choose to write over the dialogues his 
own meta-narrative of what each dialogue is saying (a 
process that could equally distort the contribution of 
each dialogue group). Rather, the dialogue teachings 
are simply held in relief to one another according to 
the theme. This gives the reader an opportunity to view 
the nuanced (and sometimes very specifically chosen) 
wording that emerges out of each dialogue, and that is 
its own particular fruit to bear. 

The result is something quite remarkable: a single 
narrative composed of multiple statements made at 
different times and in different places by different in-
terlocutors, yet presented as if each time, place, and 
dialoguer had a sense of the other’s words and presence. 
Such a presentation enriches a wider Christian under-
standing of the themes presented, and allows the reader 
to see more clearly those areas where Catholics and 
Protestants can and do speak certain theological truths 
in common. These are detailed in Kasper’s concluding 

remarks as: “our shared apostolic faith,” “a fresh and 
renewed understanding of the relation between Scripture 
and Tradition,” “basic agreement on the doctrine of jus-
tification,” “a deepened understanding of the nature of 
the Church,” and “new approaches to the sacraments of 
baptism and Eucharist” (pp. 196–201, nn. 100–105). 

By the same token, one sees more clearly those areas 
where further dialogue may be needed on this or that 
theme. A simple page count of each chapter tells part 
of this story. Chapter one, dealing with Jesus Christ and 
the Holy Trinity, occupies 17 pages; chapter two, on 
salvation, justification, and sanctification, another 13 
pages; the fourth chapter, on the sacraments of baptism 
and Eucharist, is 31 pages; while the third chapter, on 
the Church, is 101 pages—by far the largest portion of 
the book. One can thus deduce that if “problem areas” 
remain, these are related to ecclesiological matters: 
ministry in the Church, universal primacy, teaching 
authority in the Church, and the relationship between 
the Church local and universal. Of course, anyone 
familiar with Church history or even with the last 40 
years of ecumenical dialogues is not surprised at this, 
since ecclesiological questions have often created the 
gravest problems in the West since the time of the 
Reformation and beyond, and all of the dialogues have 
written copiously on these topics. Still, some readers 
may be discouraged to discover that while the follow-
ers of Christ, at least Catholics and Protestants, can find 
considerable agreement on the greatest matters of faith, 
still they remain divided on how to live out that common 
faith within the community of believers. In consolation, 
Kasper writes, “These remaining differences should 
be seen as challenges not only to our partners, but also 
to Catholics to deepen our own understanding of the 
Church and her ministries” (p. 155, n.79).

Yet even concerning the ecclesiological questions, 
where many issues remain to be resolved, one can see 
that many of the major theological controversies of the 
Reformation and Counter-Reformation period have 
been overcome. The remaining issues and questions 
(theological and otherwise) relate to new issues that the 
Reformers themselves may never have imagined. In his 
concluding section, Kasper identifies some of these as 
hermeneutical differences, different understandings of 
the binding authority of scripture or the teaching au-
thority of the Church over its members, differences in 
theological anthropology, and different values placed 
on sacramentality, particularly concerning the Eucharist 
(pp. 201–206, nn. 106–111). Sorting out these new  
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challenges is the work still to be done, but clearly the 
first generation of dialogues and dialoguers have done 
their work to move the theological yardsticks forward, 
perhaps even exceeding initial expectations.

Ecumenical Reception
There is certainly a school of thought that holds that 

the ecumenical movement has run its course, that it 
lies frozen in a kind of “ecumenical winter,” or that the 
movement itself is caught up in an endless cycle of meet-
ings, talking and searching for “the Promised Land” 
where none is expected to be found. Add to this Cardinal 
Kasper’s observation that “most of our dialogues have 
resulted in study documents of joint commissions ap-
pointed by the churches involved, but they are not 
binding authoritative texts” (p. 2, n.1.) or consider how 
he describes the changed “ecumenical scene today” and 
one can clearly see that ecumenical reception is a matter 
most urgent in the Church today:

The original enthusiasm has given way to a new 
sobriety; questions about the ecumenical methods 
and the achievements of the past decades, and 
doubts about the future are being expressed. A new 
generation of ecumenically minded and motivated 
Christians, especially among the laity, is taking up 
the torch of the ecumenical movement, but with a 
different emphasis with respect to its predecessors. 
In order not to forget the constructive outcome nei-
ther of the last decades – nor to overlook what still 
remains to be done – it was necessary to undertake 
a fresh and unprecedented effort to harvest the rich 
results of some of the dialogues with Western part-
ners and identify the remaining tasks. (p. 2, n.1.) 

Ecumenical reception, as Kasper uses the term, 
speaks of more than an intellectual pursuit of “coming 
to know” about the dialogues and the teachings they 
contain. Reception refers to incorporating the fruits of 
the dialogues into the very life-blood of the churches 
concerned: in their catechetical and liturgical practices, 
in their recounting of Church history, and in their cul-
tural and artistic expressions. Above all, reception is 
tied to “the process of ecumenical reconciliation and 
rapprochement [and] is therefore primarily a spiritual 
process” (p. 206, n.112) In other words, possessed of 
new knowledge from the dialogues and inspired by their 
teaching, the reader will hopefully (and prayerfully) be 
personally transformed by the content of the dialogues 
so as to enter into them or rather come to embody within 

themselves the reconciling work that each dialogue ex-
presses.4 In this sense, ecumenical reception becomes a 
key aspect in the process of shaping the believing com-
munity within each Church and ultimately of discerning 
the sensus fidelium within the Christian community 
more generally.

Given that reception of the results of the ecumeni-
cal dialogues features so prominently as one of the key 
intentions for the book, it is unfortunate that the author 
does not spell out more precisely who his intended audi-
ence is—that is to say, who specifically should receive 
this resource. For instance, if the intended audience is 
the leadership of the Catholic Church and the eccle-
siastical authorities of the other respective traditions, 
it is strange that the Pontifical Council for Promoting 
Christian Unity would elect to publish Harvesting the 
Fruits as the theological perspective of its president 
alone. (This is all the more curious given that so much 
of it was prepared by the staff and consulters of the 
Pontifical Council.) Surely one would think that a pub-
lication by a curial office of the Catholic Church would 
ensure a greater reception ad intra than what could be 
dismissed quietly as the theological “opinion” of one 
ecumenist, albeit one of the Church’s most eminent and 
respectable ecumenists.5 

On the other hand, if the book is intended to further 
ecumenical reception more generally, one might ask 
why the book is not presented in a more popular style 
to encourage the widest (rather than the narrowest) 
readership possible. As it is, however, Harvesting the 
Fruits is written in the typical style of formal Vatican 
pronouncements, complete with numbered paragraphs 
and the “objective” voice of “we” and “they.” Some 
readers, unaccustomed to this format, may find the feel 
and style of the book a little off-putting, which also runs 
contrary to the aim of ecumenical reception. Ultimately, 
one has to wonder whether there is really much of a 
difference if the entire corpus of ecumenical dialogue 
statements remains unread by the vast majority of 
Christians, or merely excerpts of these same documents 
summarized and collated in a most excellent compen-
dium. Nevertheless, for avid ecumenists and for anyone 
involved in the professional work of advancing ecumen-
ical reception, this resource remains truly invaluable. 

Aside from concerns about authorship and audi-
ence, however, the real concern when it comes down to 
ecumenical reception is relevance. There is no question 
that redressing the theological divisions of history—or, 
in the words of John Paul II, “healing the memories” 
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between these communities—is necessary along the 
path of restoring Christian unity. But casting the glance 
only backward, as it were, cannot and must not re-
main the solitary goal of the ecumenical movement. 
As Kasper himself rightly identifies, “… the dialogue 
partners are clearly no longer where they were in the 
sixteenth century and the following periods of polemics 
and controversies” (p. 149, n.73). While the churches 
may rejoice in our coming to “fundamental consensus” 
on matters pertaining to core credal beliefs, or having 
achieved clarity on where precisely we continue to dif-
fer on specific aspects of the faith, neither the consensus 
achieved nor the critique identified is likely to alter the 
manner in which Christians of these respective tradi-
tions engage with one another in the public square. Why 
is this? Because unfortunately, the scandal of Christian 
division extends far beyond the realm of theological 
disputes alone, into an actual measure of failure to love 
one another. Will Harvesting the Fruits bring about a 
greater (or lesser) respect among Christians? Will it 
affect the way Christians worship together within their 
own church or with sisters and brothers from these other 
respective communities? It will be interesting to see how 
and if Harvesting the Fruits will stand the test of time 
to advance these further aims of ecumenical reception 
within the Catholic Church and among its partners.6

A Look Ahead
All of these concerns notwithstanding, one can-

not read Harvesting the Fruits without agreeing with 
Cardinal Kasper that in the last decades, Anglicans, 
Protestants and Catholics have achieved a remarkable 
amount of consensus along the four themes presented. 
Each dialogue has in its own way, in its own time, and 
according to its own circumstances offered something 
of particular substance related to these four themes.7 
Furthermore, there seems to be a great openness to the 
possibility of identifying and naming, and hopefully 
thereafter exchanging, specific “ecumenical gifts” out of 
each dialogue. This openness extends beyond the scope 
of just any two communities involved, for the sake of the 
whole Church. In this sense, as a project and a product 
of the ecumenical movement writ large, Harvesting the 
Fruits stands poised to make a significant contribution to 
resetting ecumenical dialogue for the next generation.

Cardinal Kasper recognizes that such a shift will not 
occur overnight, that much remains to be done, and that 
it may take the work of a whole other generation before 
the churches are able to achieve a level of fuller and more 

perfect communion: “we must also admit, realistically, 
that we have not yet reached the goal of our ecumenical 
pilgrimage, but are still at an intermediate stage. There 
remain fundamental problems to solve and differences 
to overcome, which we believe we have identified more 
clearly here” (p. 8, n.4.)  This, of course, is where we 
see the real value of Harvesting the Fruits: as a gift to 
the whole Church, an excellent model of ecumenical 
synthesis into and for the future.

One anticipates from this harvest seeds for future 
ecumenical works: other “harvesting projects” of this 
kind from other communions within the Church, or 
a common declaration from all the dialogue partners 
together on the totality of what has been achieved and 
what remains to be accomplished. It would be extremely 
valuable, for instance, to assess alongside the textual 
results of the dialogues all of the non-textual elements 
that have been achieved between these partner churches 
over the past 40 years.8 These, too, have formed part of 
the story of the first generation of ecumenists, and as 
such they deserve to be harvested and their fruit cel-
ebrated and shared within the churches. It might show 
further that the ecumenical movement is not just a mat-
ter of intellectual pursuit or of disconnected academic 
communities within our respective churches, but rather 
is the work of faithful and faith-filled theologians, re-
sponding out of a Spirit-led desire to heed the prayer 
of Jesus: “that they may all be one … so that the world 
may believe that you have sent me” (Jn 17:21). Finally, 
perhaps it could lead to the formulation of an “ecumeni-
cal catechism” such as has been envisioned elsewhere by 
the author.9 Such a catechism would bring together the 
common teachings of the various churches and ecclesial 
communities (those included in Harvesting the Fruits 
and others) to establish a kind of universal expression 
of “orthodoxy” on the essential matters of the faith. 
Harvesting the Fruits may well give us a glimpse, albeit 
at a more preliminary stage, of what such an ecumenical 
catechism could look like.

Whatever the future fruit, this record of the past, both 
in form and in content, presents a worthy formula for 
many other potential endeavours in the years ahead.

Conclusion
Harvesting the Fruits is unapologetically written by 

Catholics “for our Church and for our partners, to re-
flect on the common path and dialogue process of over 
forty years, to keep it alive, evaluate it and then con-
tinue the dialogues with fresh insights and new courage” 
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(pp. 8–9, n.4.). It offers a valuable and accurate portrayal 
of the major work prepared by the first generation of 
ecumenists, a work that has borne truly immense fruit. 
In many ways, Harvesting the Fruits reads as a kind of 
legacy project, the swan song of an illustrious theologian 
and ecumenist (representing an illustrious generation 
of ecumenists), and perhaps a parting gift to a Church 
that has not always shown sufficient appreciation for 
its high-calibre ecumenical leadership (to say nothing 
of its partners). Whether that fruit will find its way into 
the spiritual, liturgical, catechetical, and other realms of 
church life depends on those who continue to labour in 
the vineyard.

1 Other ecumenical documents present a similar “harvesting” motif, 
notably Growing Together in Unity and Mission (International Anglican–
Roman Catholic Commission on Unity and Mission, SPCK, 2004); see also 
The Grace Given You in Christ: Catholics and Methodists Reflect Further 
on the Church (The Seoul Report) (Report of the Joint Commission for 
Dialogue between the Roman Catholic Church and the World Methodist 
Council, 2006).

2 A detailed account of the process undertaken to complete the “har-
vesting project” is found in Cardinal Kasper’s introductory remarks to the 
2008 plenary meeting of the Pontifical Council; see “Plenary Meeting of the 
Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity, December 9-13, 2008,” 
Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity Information Service, no. 
130 (2008/IV), 234–236.

3 The World Alliance of Reformed Churches changed its name in June 
2010 following a historic merger with the Reformed Ecumenical Council. 
The new organization is known as the World Communion of Reformed 
Churches (WCRC). See http://warc.jalb.de/warcajsp/side.jsp?news_
id=2&part2_id=19&navi=8 (accessed January 3, 2011).

4 For more on this topic by the same author, see Walter Kasper, A 
Handbook of Spiritual Ecumenism (Hyde Park, NY: New City Press, 
2007).

5 In response to this concern, Cardinal Kasper offered the following 
explanation: “… I am asked why we did not publish the text through, let us 
say, the official channel of the pontifical council and the Vatican publishing 
house. Some have taken this to mean that ecumenism has been marginalized 
by the Roman Curia. I can easily calm such concerns. An Italian version was 

published only a few weeks after the English edition and was forwarded to 
all the dicasteries of the Curia, and they – like the Pope himself – expressed 
gratitude and appreciation. The original edition was published in English 
because it is the language in which the documents themselves were issued, 
and it was also felt that the distribution of the text would be greatly facilitated 
using a personal name rather than that of an institution of the Curia. Editions 
in other languages are also envisaged.” Walter Kasper, “‘Harvesting the 
Fruits’ and the Future of Ecumenism,” Origins, vol. 39, no. 37 (February 25, 
2010): 598–599.

6 Of course, a major part of the problem with ecumenical reception 
goes beyond the ability of Harvesting the Fruits to address. That problem, 
identified recently by James T. Reese, SJ, in speaking generally of American 
Roman Catholics, resides in the fact that “most have little patience with the 
complex theological discussions that theologians and the hierarchy consider 
the heart of ecumenical dialogue. They have already made up their minds 
that these doctrinal issues do not really matter; they do not understand what 
all the fuss is about.” He adds, “this indifference to theology is fuelled 
by the widespread ignorance of the laity on religious issues.” James T. 
Reese, “Organizational Factors Inhibiting Receptive Catholic Learning” 
in Receptive Ecumenism and the Call to Catholic Learning: Exploring a 
Way for Contemporary Ecumenism, ed. Paul D. Murray (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008), 347. It strikes me that his comments need not be 
limited to American Roman Catholics nor to the laity alone.

7 Kasper views this result with almost euphoric enthusiasm: “Looking 
back on what has been achieved in more than forty years, we have every rea-
son to be grateful to the Lord for the rich fruits that we have harvested from 
our dialogues. There is no reason to be discouraged or frustrated, or to speak 
of an ‘ecumenical winter’. The Spirit who initiated the ecumenical move-
ment has also accompanied it and made it fruitful. We have achieved more 
than we could have imagined or dreamed of forty years ago.” (Harvesting 
the Fruits, p. 8, n.4.) Initial voices from the dialogue partners would seem to 
echo the Cardinal’s sentiments and share his optimism. See official responses 
to Harvesting the Fruits from Kathryn L. Johnson (Lutheran), Douwe Visser 
(Reformed), N.T. Wright (Anglican), and Geoffrey Wainwright (Methodist): 
“Symposium on ‘Harvesting the Fruits: Basic Aspects of Christian Faith in 
Ecumenical Dialogue,’ 8-10 February 2010,” in The Pontifical Council for 
Promoting Christian Unity Information Service no. 133 (2010/I): 10–19.

8 Many of these are identified in chapter two of Pope John Paul II’s 
famous encyclical letter on ecumenism, Ut Unum Sint: On Commitment to 
Ecumenism (1995), including brotherhood rediscovered, solidarity in the 
service of humanity, approaching one another through the Word of God and 
through divine worship.

9 Cf. Kasper, “‘Harvesting the Fruits’ and the Future of Ecumenism,” 
601.
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Embodiment, Race, and Compassionate Solidarity
By Rachel Heath
Graduate student, Yale Divinity School, New Haven, Connecticut
M. Shawn Copeland. Enfleshing Freedom: Body, Race, and Being. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2010, 176 pp. 

This book is the latest in Fortress’s Innovations im-
print that highlights projects in Womanist and Black 

theology and ethics. The author, M. Shawn Copeland, 
a former Convenor of the Black Catholic Theological 
Symposium and former president of the Catholic 
Theological Society of America, currently holds an 
Associate Professor of Theology appointment at Boston 
College. Enfleshing Freedom is a theological anthro-
pology that asks how the body can inform our view of 
God, our interaction with other human beings, and our 
liturgical practices. As Copeland suggests, it is “in and 
through embodiment” that “we human persons grasp 
and realize our essential freedom through engagement 
and communion with other embodied selves” (8). The 
“embodied selves” of black women provide the loci that 
ground Copeland’s argument for an expansive theologi-
cal anthropology: one that invites the participation of all 
bodies rather than excluding those bodies that have been 
historically considered less valuable or less human.

Copeland wants to reclaim the bodies of black wom-
en—particularly those bodies that have been subject to 
immense suffering, torture, and even death through the 
legacy of slavery in the United States—through her new 
theological anthropology. She views her “responsibility 
to these dead” to be the project of connecting the vio-
lence against black women’s bodies to the crucified and 
resurrected body of Christ (4). Copeland’s responsibility 
to the dead becomes our own—that of looking honestly 
at the suffering of black women and asking how their 
collective experiences upend the transcendent, ideal 
human being posited in the theological anthropologies 
both before and after the Enlightenment. Starting with 
the painful experiences of black women who suffered 
for hundreds of years under slavery renders nonsensical 
any theoretical picture of human freedom that looks too 
white, too European, and too male. 

In the first chapter, Copeland brings to light the 
double-bind of racism and sexism in the history of 
anthropological and theological disciplines. In the fol-
lowing chapter, she situates her work as a postmodern 
approach that attempts to disrupt this racial and gender 
bias by constructing a theological anthropology in which 

the bodies of black women have a privileged hermeneu-
tic. In subsequent chapters she connects black women’s 
bodies to the crucified Christ, posits an anthropological 
ethic of solidarity, and shows how the Eucharist can be 
an act of social transformation that takes seriously the 
ways in which these bodies have been broken.

Copeland begins her fourth chapter by naming and 
dismantling the coded language of post-Enlightenment 
theological anthropologies. Deconstructing these 
theological anthropologies allows her to posit a new 
anthropological question that centres on not only what 
it looks like for a theological anthropology to privilege 
the experiences of black women, but also what it might 
mean in an increasingly globalized world for “poor 
women of color to grasp themselves as human subjects, 
to grapple with the meaning of liberation and freedom” 
(88). This question acknowledges the reality that theo-
logical anthropologies in a globalized world have more 
destructive (or constructive) power than ever before. 
Considering Christianity’s historical collusion with 
domination, oppression, and privilege (86), Copeland 
reminds the reader that we must be cognizant of which 
bodies are considered more human or more organically 
connected to the body of Christ. “Turning the subject” 
(chapter 4) is the way by which she attempts to identify 
both the global and local implications of her new anthro-
pological question.

Copeland’s strategy of making a new subject the 
locus of her theological anthropology reads differently 
than other contextual theologies that ultimately seem 
too local. Copeland, to her credit, avoids this pitfall 
because she sees these prior attempts at theological an-
thropology as ultimately devolving to “identity politics” 
which, in her opinion, “can never determine the content 
of theological anthropology” (90–91). Avoiding identity 
politics clears the path for her to argue that instating 
exploited women of colour as the new anthropological 
subject does not necessarily have to be an alienating 
move for those who identify with traditional portrayals 
of the human subject (91). Copeland insists that hu-
manity as a whole “can come to fruition” only through 
“solidarity” with those who have been most oppressed; 
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those who have enjoyed power cannot be themselves 
liberated until they embody compassionate solidarity 
with human subjects that have been “disregarded” (92). 
If human beings are truly connected, then attending to 
what it means for a woman of colour to embody freedom 
opens the door for all bodies to enflesh freedom.

The assumption that humans are organically con-
nected is important to Copeland’s ethical call for 
compassionate solidarity. Her emphasis on connected-
ness is vital to her project of dismantling the previous 
individualistic “subject” of theological anthropology, 
for which the concomitant praxis involved valuing some 
bodies over others. The litmus test for an authentic 
praxis of solidarity is God’s gift of Jesus and Jesus’ 
“embrace of the Father and the world” (94). Jesus’ ori-
entation was ever towards the other in the embodiedness 
of his incarnation and the violence of his crucifixion. 
His stance towards the other should subsequently inform 
both Christian ethics and theology.

Copeland begins her final chapter with comparisons 
between the merciless lynching of black bodies in 
American history and the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. 
The analogy is powerful in her description of the bod-
ies that hung from trees in the American South and 
the body of Jesus that was tortured and hung from the 

remnants of a tree outside Jerusalem (121). This chapter 
also grounds the connection between her theological 
anthropology, ethics, and church practice. Specifically, 
Copeland focuses on the Eucharist because she envi-
sions it as the sacrament whereby we embrace “with 
love and hope” those who have been bodily “despised 
and marginalized” and with “love and forgiveness” 
those who have been the perpetrators of others’ bodily 
harm. Though Christianity has historically reinforced 
racism and other injustices through its theological an-
thropologies and ethic of imperialism, the sacrament of 
Eucharist in contrast can be both the “antiliturgy” to the 
racism performed in society and the true liturgy of com-
passionate solidarity that Christ modelled (127). The 
praxis of compassionate solidarity should ultimately be 
the socio-ethical manifestation of the Eucharist. This is 
a powerful move, particularly for those from Christian 
traditions that imbue the Eucharist with the utmost im-
portance theologically and liturgically. 

Copeland’s project is conscientiously articulated and 
culturally relevant. It will be useful for anyone who 
desires an expansive theological anthropology that is 
attentive to ethical questions of embodiment, race, and 
human solidarity.

New Short History 
of the Catholic Church
Norman Tanner, SJ

Here is a one-volume history of the Christian people from Pentecost to the 
present day, with principal focus on the Catholic Church. Having passed 
AD 2000 it seems appropriate and necessary to have a new short history of 
the first two millennia of the Christian era.

Dr. Norman Tanner is a Jesuit priest and now Professor of Church 
History at The Gregorian University in Rome.

344 pp HC 5.5” x 8.5” 978-2-89646-346-6 $24.95

 Available at your local bookstore or call 1- 800 -387-7164 to order
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Inculturating Christology in American Hispanic Communities
By Don Schweitzer
St. Andrew’s College, Saskatoon
Jesus in the Hispanic Community: Images of Christ from Theology to Popular Religion.  
Edited by Harold Recinos and Hugo Magallanes. Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 2009. xxii + 225 pp.

This collection of beautifully written, informative, 
thought-provoking essays focuses on how Jesus 

Christ is understood in American Hispanic commu-
nities. As Harold Recinos notes, “Latinos/as are the 
nation’s largest community of color, and in about two 
decades the United States will be the second-largest 
Spanish-speaking nation in the world” (ix). Many 
Latinos/as experience marginalization and poverty and 
lack political power. Christianity is a deeply ingrained 
and significant factor in their culture. The first nine es-
says develop critical understandings of Jesus Christ in 
this context. The last three look at how Jesus is under-
stood in popular Latino/a culture. 

Virgilio Elizondo’s essay argues that the Galilean 
Jesus can be seen as a mestizo, a person denigrated be-
cause of mixed ethnic and cultural heritage, a nobody (8) 
through whom God acted to create a new human unity. 
Michael Lee examines criticisms of Elizondo’s book 
Galilean Journey, noting its contribution to Hispanic 
theology. Ada María Isasi-Diaz draws on the importance 
of familia in Latino communities to present Jesus as 
a paradigmatic figure who accompanies Latinos/as in 
their daily struggles and whose work for the kin-dom 
of God can be carried on by others today. She notes that 
many Latinos/as connect with Jesus suffering on the 
cross. Through his suffering he understands theirs and 
is present with them in their sufferings (53). Miguel De 
La Torre argues that in keeping with the biblical witness 
to God’s preferential option for the poor, in America 
Jesus should be seen as Hispanic (60). De La Torre then 
examines divisions between Christians living in Cuba 
and Cuban Christians in exile over how Jesus is under-
stood in relation to Castro’s revolution, and lists several 
aspects essential to a liberative Cuban Christology. 
Loida Martell-Otero describes Jesus as a sata, a mor-
ally dubious person of mixed racial ancestry, an outcast, 
and argues that he is to be found on the peripheries of 
society, accompanying and encountering people there in 
their daily lives (83–84). Arlene Sánchez-Walsh studies 

how Latino/a Pentecostals’ understanding of Jesus has 
tended to be a privatized affair, directing people away 
from struggles for social justice. Hugo Magallanes links 
Peter’s attempt to suppress aspects of Jesus’ identity as 
the crucified Christ (Mark 8:32) to the way the domi-
nant American culture attempts to define and suppress 
the identities of Hispanics. Zaida Maldonado Pérez 
notes how for Latino/a evangelicals, Jesus is the Son of 
God who chose to become incarnate and dwell among 
the marginalized and insignificant, and “who sees the 
scandal of difference as divinely ordained” (129). Luis 
Rivera focuses on the experience of migration, the 
vulnerability of immigrants, and how Christ is present 
with and to them. The migrant Jesus is both a host who 
welcomes the despised and a marginal person standing 
in their midst who is welcomed when they are. 

Carlos Cardoz-Orlandi examines how the erotic 
language of Latino/a hymns and Christian songs depict 
tender and intimate relationships with Jesus that bring 
peace, offer hope, and strengthen the believer to fol-
low Jesus. Eduardo Fernández explores three popular 
images of Jesus in Latino/a Catholic culture – the child 
Jesus, Jesus on the cross, and the sacred heart of Jesus 
– and then looks at how these reflect and influence 
popular piety. Timothy Matovina examines the portrayal 
of Christ at the shrine of la Capillas de los Milagros, 
which stresses relationship to Jesus, accompanying him 
through prayer and worship while he accompanies one 
through life’s sorrows and joys. Central to this piety is 
the vulnerable, suffering, innocent Jesus portrayed as a 
child or hanging on the cross, who is also the Christ who 
can save from all evil and sin (200).

Reading these essays as a white Anglo-Saxon 
Protestant, I gained new insights into another communi-
ty’s understanding of Jesus Christ and a new appreciation 
of how Christ takes shape in history through a commu-
nity’s appropriation and following of him. This is an 
excellent book for clergy, academics, or educated lay 
people seeking to increase their understanding of Jesus.  
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